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Abstract Augmented reality systems often involve collaboration among groups of
people. While there are numerous toolkits that aid the development of such aug-
mented reality groupware systems (e.g., ARToolkit and Groupkit), there remains
an enormous gap between the specification of an AR groupware application and its
implementation. In this chapter, we present Fiia, a toolkit which simplifies the devel-
opment of collaborative AR applications. Developers specify the structure of their
applications using the Fiia modeling language, which abstracts details of network-
ing, and provides high-level support for specifying adapters between the physical
and virtual world. The Fiia.Net runtime system then maps this conceptual model
to a runtime implementation. We illustrate Fiia via Raptor, an augmented reality
application used to help small groups collaboratively prototype video games.

Keywords augmented reality development, groupware development, model-based
engineering, electronic tabletop, game sketching

1 Introduction

It is natural to use augmented reality (AR) to support collaboration. The combina-
tion of real and virtual information can help maintain group awareness, and allows
the use of tangible props to focus discussion. While there are numerous toolkits that
help with parts of the development of augmented reality groupware systems (e.g.,
ARToolkit [12] and Groupkit [22]), there remains an enormous gap between the
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specification of a collaborative AR application and its implementation. Existing ap-
proaches are either high-level, helping specify the systems conceptual architecture
while giving little guidance for implementation, or are low-level, solving critical
technical problems such as object tracking but giving little help for global structure.

In this chapter, we present Fiia, a toolkit which simplifies the development of
collaborative AR applications by bridging the gap between high-level models and
distributed AR implementations. Developers specify the structure of their applica-
tions using the Fiia modeling language, which abstracts details of networking, and
provides high-level support for specifying links between the physical and virtual
worlds. The Fiia.Net runtime system then maps these conceptual models to runtime
implementations. Fiia supports an end-to-end development process where designers
specify their application in terms of a set of scenes expressed in the Fiia modeling
language. Developers then code these scenes using Fiia.Net, directing the runtime
system to implement the scenes themselves and the transitions between them. Fiia
provides particularly high-level support for systems where some users have access
to full AR technology and others do not, allowing easy development of different
interfaces to the same system.

We illustrate Fiia via Raptor, a collaborative AR tool for prototyping video
games. Raptor allows a small group of designers to collaborate on the design of
a game, while others can play the game in real-time as it is developed. Using Mi-
crosoft Surface [16], designers sketch out the games appearance and rules using
a mix of physical and virtual objects. For example, a designer can specify the be-
haviour of a car in a racing game by “stamping” a physical car on the track, placing a
physical game controller on the table, and connecting virtual “pins” on the controller
to pins on the virtual car (e.g., connecting a joystick to the cars steering function.)
Meanwhile, testers can play the game as it is being developed, using purely virtual
access via a game PC. This application shows the power of Fiias modeling and im-
plementation capabilities, while showing the different roles and interaction styles of
groupware AR applications.

The chapter is structured as follows. We first introduce Raptor as an example of
a collaborative AR application. We then introduce the Fiia notation, showing how it
can be used to model Raptor. We then discuss how the Fiia.Net toolkit automatically
implements high-level Fiia diagrams. Finally, we discuss the implementation of the
Fiia.Net toolkit itself, and detail our experience with it.

2 Example: Collaborative Game Prototyping with Raptor

To motivate the concept of collaborative AR, we introduce Raptor, a tool supporting
rapid prototyping of games. Raptor addresses the problem that games now cost tens
of millions of dollars to build, and involve teams often in excess of 100 people [10].
Given these costs, it becomes critically important to assess early in the development
process whether the game will actually be fun to play. While other techniques (such
as the use of design patterns [3]) may help, ultimately the fun can only be deter-
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Fig. 1 Collaboratively designing a racing game using Raptor.

Fig. 2 Stamping a physical car on the table adds a virtual car into the game.

mined by building a game that people can play. Raptor allows groups of people to
brainstorm around early game design. Designers use a tabletop surface to quickly
sketch the game’s appearance and play. Meanwhile, a player can test the prototype
as it is being built. Designers can use Raptor as a “Wizard of Oz” [5] tool, mocking
up game interaction in real time.

Unlike other game sketching tools [1], Raptor leverages modern interaction
styles to support rapid interaction. The tabletop surface allows two or three peo-
ple to closely collaborate in the design, and provides rapid and tactile facilities for
quickly testing game ideas. As seen in figure 1, small groups of people surround the
table, and work together in creating the game.

Designers use physical, virtual and mixed reality objects. For example (some-
what similarly to Build-It [21]), physical objects can be used to add new instances
of virtual objects into a scene. Figure 2 shows the addition of a car into a racing
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Fig. 3 Designers can manipulate the virtual terrain with physical gestures, e.g., using a scooping
motion to create a hill.

Fig. 4 Designers and testers collaborate using Raptor.

game by “stamping” a physical car onto the tabletop. The virtual car is added to the
scene at the location where the physical car is stamped.

Similarly, physical objects can be augmented to show how they interact with the
virtual world. In figure 1, a designer places an Xbox controller input device onto the
table. A ring of “pins” surround the controller, representing the different input and
output channels the controller provides (e.g., the different buttons and joysticks.)
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Fig. 5 A tester can play a game as it is being created, creating a fluid testing process and supporting
Wizard of Oz prototyping.

As the controller is moved around the tabletop surface, the ring of pins moves with
it, creating a truly mixed physical-virtual entity. The pins on the controller can be
connected to pins on other objects; the designer attaches the “A” and “B” buttons to
the car’s gas pedal and brake pins, allowing these buttons to be used to accelerate
and decelerate. To connect two pins, the designer touches the source pin, and then
touches the target pin. A line is drawn between them to show the connection.

Physical gestures can be used to manipulate the virtual game world; a scooping
motion with the hands can be used to “drag” the terrain, creating a hill (figure 3).
This style of input allows the designer to interact with virtual entities using physical
actions.

These examples show how the tabletop enables a fluid interaction between phys-
ical and virtual entities. These interactions include using physical artifacts as props
(stamping); augmenting physical artifacts with virtual properties (the ring of pins);
and using physical interactions to manipulate virtual artifacts (sculpting terrain.)

Testers can play the game as it is being designed. Figure 4 shows a tester sitting
at a PC playing the game as the designers modify it. For example, if the designers
are creating a racing game, then the tester immediately sees changes such as adding
a new car to the game, repositioning an obstacle or modifying the terrain. Similarly,
changes in gameplay are reflected immediately in the tester’s view of the game:
for example, the controls used to manipulate a car can be changed on the fly. This
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allows a “Wizard of Oz” style of gameplay testing, in which designers can simulate
the game by manipulating objects on the table. This approach allows a tester to
experience a game idea without the expense of fully implementing it.

Testers and designers have different viewpoints on the game. Designers have a
top-down, two-dimensional view of the game world (figure 4), while testers see the
game in a more traditional 3D form (figure 5).

Raptor shows the richness of interaction that can be achieved with collaborative
augmented reality. As described above, the physical and virtual worlds can interact
in a number of interesting ways, through the use of physical objects as props, the
augmentation of physical objects with virtual properties, and the use of physical
gestures to manipulate virtual entities. Collaboration can be of the form of a group
of designers around a table, using pointing, gesturing and speech to mediate their
actions, or between testers and designers sitting at different locations in the room,
interacting via different views of the same shared artifacts. A particular strength
of Raptor is that not all users need to have hardware capable of delivering an AR
experience. Here, the tester interacts with the game using a standard PC.

Initial tests with Raptor have shown that the tabletop-based AR interaction is
natural, not unlike interaction between people sitting around a traditional table, and
that the collaboration is fluid, with people easily shifting between roles of designer
and tester.

This example illustrates many of the benefits of collaborative augmented reality.
In the remainder of the chapter, we introduce the Fiia.Net toolkit, and illustrate
how it was used to implement Raptor. We then discuss the implementation of the
toolkit itself. First, we review other techniques for the design and implementation
of collaborative AR applications.

3 Related Work

The design of Fiia draws from a wealth of prior research in modeling notations and
toolkits for developing collaborative AR applications.

3.1 Modeling Collaborative Augmented Reality

The Fiia design notation is an architectural style, a visual notation from which soft-
ware architectures for collaborative AR are constructed. Several other architectural
styles have the goal of reducing the difficulty of programming groupware (collab-
orative applications) or augmented reality applications. To date, we are unaware of
other architectural styles that attempt to provide support for both.

Architectural styles provide rules for decomposing groupware systems into com-
ponents, allowing developers to use a “divide and conquer” development approach.
For example, both the Clover Model [13] and PAC* [4] give advice on how to split
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up user interface and application, while supporting group tasks of production, com-
munication and coordination. These architectures are conceptual, meaning that they
do not address the problems of how to implement them on distributed systems. De-
velopers, therefore, face a significant task to convert them to running code. Phillips
provides a detailed survey of conceptual architecture styles for groupware [19].

Among architectural styles for augmented reality applications, notable is ASUR [6].
Similarly to our own approach, ASUR allows applications to be modeled via scenar-
ios, where ASUR diagrams consist of components and connectors. ASUR explic-
itly recognizes adapters, components that bridge between the physical and virtual
worlds. ASUR is purely a modeling notation; while ASUR models form an excel-
lent guide to developers, they are not themselves executable, and must be converted
by hand to code. ASUR does not provide explicit support for collaboration.

3.2 Toolkits for Collaborative AR

There exist numerous toolkits for developing groupware, and several for writing AR
applications. We are unaware of any toolkit that provides support for both.

Most groupware toolkits (such as Groupkit [22], ALV [11] and Clock [24]) re-
quire all users to interact with the application in the same way, and so could not be
used to implement Raptor’s heterogeneous roles and platforms. The .Networking
shared dictionary [15] does provide flexible support for heterogeneous clients.

Several groupware toolkits provide some support for dynamic adaptation, which
could be used to implement transition between scenes. Schmalsteig et al. provide
an approach for client migration in virtual reality applications [23]. A shared scene
graph datastructure is implemented via replication. The code and scene graph can
be migrated to new client computers, providing a form of device adaptation. DA-
CIA [14] is a middleware which provides support for component migration; it can
be used to manually program adaptation at a level considerably higher than raw
networking libraries. Genie [2] supports adaptivity by allowing the definition of
distributed system configurations (including replication and caching strategies) and
automatic migration between them.

Most toolkits for developing augmented reality applications address the specific
problem of determining camera’s position and orientation (or “pose”) and deter-
mining the location of physical objects. An example of this problem is tracking the
location of the physical Xbox 360 controller on the tabletop so that its pins can be
drawn around it (figure 1); another example is determining the position and orienta-
tion of a head-mounted display. Augmented reality toolkits are typically presented
as libraries that can be used from a range of host programming languages. For ex-
ample, users of ARToolkit [12] and ARTag [7] attach patterned images (tags) to the
environment. These are programmatically linked to entities in the virtual world. The
pose of the camera in the physical world can be determined by analyzing the posi-
tion of the tags in the image provided by the camera. GoblinXNA takes a similar
approach, while providing integration with Microsoft’s XNA studio game develop-
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ment environment [17]. Other problems addressed by toolkits can include localiza-
tion, gesture recognition, and graphics [9].

While each of these approaches helps the problem of developing collaborative
AR applications, work still remains to be done. The groupware approaches we have
reviewed either (i) are high-level but provide little support for the problems of dis-
tributed systems programming, or (ii) provide programming help, but are not linked
to a specific architectural style. Meanwhile, the augmented reality toolkits provide
highly valuable libraries, but do not provide support at the architectural or design
level. As we shall see, Fiia can be seen as a generalization of these approaches that
provides far more flexibility at both the conceptual and distribution architectural
levels, while providing necessary facilities for composing AR applications.

From this brief survey of related work, we can see the need for a toolkit like
Fiia which allows high-level design of collaborative AR applications, and provides
highly flexible tool support for implementing those designs.

4 Fiia Notation

Fiia is a design notation for collaborative AR applications, supported by a toolkit
(Fiia.Net) for realizing these designs as running applications. Fiia is a model-based
approach, allowing a high-level conceptual model of the system to be automatically
implemented as a distributed application involving both physical and virtual arti-
facts.

Compared to earlier approaches, Fiia makes three principal advances, providing:

• A high-level notation for modeling both groupware and augmented reality, in-
cluding features for data sharing and virtual/physical adapters;

• Scenario-based design and implementation;
• Easy transition from models to code.

We address each of these points in the following three sections.

4.1 Notation for Collaborative AR

Figure 6 shows an example Fiia diagram for Raptor. Designers interact with an
Editor, which allows them to manipulate the scene, shaping the terrain, adding game
elements (such as cars and controllers), and attaching behaviours to those elements.
Elements are represented in the form of a “scene graph”, a data structure capturing
properties such as the elements’ positions, geometry and textures. The scene graph
is stored in the Scene component. The Editor is an Actor ( ) component, that is,
a component capable of initiating action; Scene is a Store ( ) component, i.e., a
passive data store.
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Fig. 6 Fiia model of Raptor’s initial scene

Designers interact with the Editor via a tabletop surface, represented by the Table
Surface adapter component. The Table Surface provides input/output facilities for
the physical tabletop (a Microsoft Surface [16]). The designer interacts with the
Table Surface via a bi-directional flow of information. This is represented by a pair
of Fiia stream connectors: . (These connectors have been abbreviated in the
figure as a double-ended stream.) The Editor polls the tabletop for its current state
(via a call connector: ), and updates the table’s display via a stream connector. In
general, streams represent asynchronous dataflow, and are useful for communicating
discrete events or continuous media such as sound or video, while call connectors
are used to represent traditional synchronous method calls.

Meanwhile, testers view the running game on a Display. A Displayer actor keeps
the display up to date, responding to changes in the Scene. The tester and displayer’s
versions of the Scene are kept consistent via a synchronization connector ( ).
This connector is used to specify that two or more stores are to be maintained in a
consistent state, so that changes in one are automatically reflected in the other.

Fiia diagrams are implemented as distributed systems. Here, at least two comput-
ers must be used: the computer running the tabletop surface (Tabletop PC) and the
tester’s computer (Game PC). Fiia diagrams, however, do not specify the details of
this distribution. They abstract the allocation of components to computational nodes,
the algorithms used to transmit data between nodes, and the consistency mainte-
nance schemes used to implement data synchronization. As we will see in section 6,
the Fiia.Net toolkit automatically determines a distribution from the high-level Fiia
diagram. This allows designers to concentrate on the function of their application
without having to be mired in the details of their distributed implementation.
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Fig. 7 The Fiia notation

The symbols used in Fiia diagrams are summarized in figure 7. Fiia diagrams
have two features that particularly help in the development of collaborative AR ap-
plications: adapters and synchronization connectors. We detail these features in the
next two sections.

4.1.1 Adapters

Dubois and Gray’s ASUR notation first introduced the concept of adapters [6], soft-
ware architectural components that bridge between the physical and virtual worlds.
Adapters can represent traditional devices (such as a keyboard or display), or more
novel devices such as tabletop surfaces, accelerometers, cameras or head-mounted
displays. Adapters are core to the specification of augmented reality applications, as
they clearly specify the interaction between the physical and virtual worlds.

Fiia’s adapter (“A”) components are similar in concept to those of ASUR, rep-
resenting the boundary between the physical and virtual worlds. From the toolkit’s
perspective, adapters are actually software components that encapsulate the inter-
face to an interaction device. For example, the Table Surface component imple-
ments the services required to interact with the tabletop surface, including object
recognition, gesturing, and tabletop display. Specifically, the Table Surface contains
functions to recognize the position and orientation of tagged physical artifacts (such
as the car and controller) when they are placed on the surface. This allows im-
plementation of Raptor’s “stamping” function (figure 2) and of the mixed reality
controller (figure 1). The component is capable of interpreting multi-touch inputs as
gestures, allowing implementation of gesture-based dragging and rotating of virtual
game elements, as well as terrain sculpting (figure 3).

As illustrated by figure 6, adapters must be anchored to specific nodes, so that
the Fiia.Net toolkit can determine which physical device is intended.

The Fiia.Net toolkit supports a variety of interesting adapters, including mouse,
keyboard, Xbox 360 controller, video camera, microphone, speaker and display.
Adapters under development include Wii Remote, and GPS. It is possible to create
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Fig. 8 Result of designer “stamping” a new car into the game.

sophisticated applications through these rich adapters. For example, taking advan-
tage of the fact that Fiia connectors can span node boundaries, a video broadcast
can be created simply by connecting a camera in one location to a screen in another.

4.1.2 Data Sharing

The second way in which Fiia provides high-level support for collaborative AR is
through the synchronization connector (“ ”). This connector, first introduced as
a notational convenience in Patterson’s taxonomy of groupware architectures [18],
specifies that two data stores are to retain observational equivalence throughout the
execution of the program (or more simply, that the runtime system must make a best
effort to ensure that both stores have the same value.) Specifically, all requests to
either store must return the same value, all updates to one store must be reflected in
the other, and event streams originating from the stores must be equivalent.

Synchronization provides basis for implementing artifact sharing. Participants
can access shared data, allowing customized interfaces. For example, the tester’s
display shows the game from a 3D perspective, while the designer sees the game
top-down on a tabletop surface.

The power of Fiia’s data synchronization is that it does not require the designer to
specify how the synchronization is to occur. The connector hides decisions of repli-
cation (centralized versus replicated data), networking algorithms and consistency
maintenance schemes.
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4.2 Scenario-Based Design

The process of modeling with Fiia is high-level, based on identifying and linking
typical execution steps. Developers start by identifying scenarios of their system’s
use. From these scenarios, they determine example snapshots of the system in use.
The developer then creates Fiia diagrams representing interesting situations, and
finally (as we shall see in section 4.3), transforms them into code.

For example, in Raptor, the scenario begins (as shown in figure 6) with the de-
signer manipulating the game and the tester viewing the results. In the second step
(figure 8), the designer has “stamped” a car into the game, and an Xbox 360 con-
troller has been added allowing the tester to drive the car. A new Car component is
dynamically added to the Fiia architecture. This component contains all knowledge
of the new car’s behaviour – how it responds to user inputs (e.g., that the “A” button
causes the car to accelerate), and its physics (e.g., how acceleration affects speed.)
The car’s behaviour causes changes in the Scene, allowing the car to be rendered
(by the Editor and Displayer components.)

A new Controller adapter is added to the diagram, representing the physical Xbox
360 controller that will be used to manipulate the car. The tester provides this input.
The Car polls the state of the controller during every new game frame, using the
input to update the car’s position.

The controller can be used by either the designer or tester, and in fact is frequently
passed from one to the other during prototyping sessions. Controller inputs cause the
position of the car to move both on the tabletop and on the game PC display. Despite
the fact that the controller is shared, it must be explicitly anchored to either the
tabletop PC or the game PC so that the runtime system can identify which controller
is intended.

The Fiia.Net toolkit provides high-level operations for moving between stages
of a scenario; e.g., adding and connecting new components can be carried out with
one-line operations, even when those operations implicitly involve migrating data
over a network.

Fiia diagrams such as those of figures 6 and 8 help in documenting how the
collaborative AR application may change during execution. Developers must then
write code using the Fiia.Net toolkit to render these scenes into code.
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4.3 Mapping Fiia Diagrams to Code

As we have seen, Fiia diagrams follow naturally from scenarios. It is straightforward
to map diagrams to code; the concepts from Fiia diagrams map one-to-one to C#
code using the Fiia.Net toolkit. For example, the following code creates the Scene
component for the designer and synchronizes it to the equivalent component for the
tester:

Store scene = Fiia.NewStore<Scene>();

SyncConnector sync =
Fiia.SyncConnect( "SceneSync", scene );

The Scene class is a standard C# class, providing operations for adding and editing
elements of the game’s scene graph. The following code creates the the Editor and
adds the call connector between it and the Scene store:

Actor editor = Fiia.NewActor<Editor>();

Fiia.CallConnect(
editor.Property("Scene"),
scene.Interface("IScene") );

The Editor is implemented by the C# Editor class. The call connection establishes
its Scene property as a reference in the scene component; this reference enables
inter-component calls using standard C# syntax, such as

scene.AddNode(...);

Streams are created similarly to call connectors, using either interfaces or C#’s stan-
dard delegate event handlers.

Adapters, like stores and actors, are created from C# classes. Rather than appli-
cation code, they implement access to the physical device. The Fiia.Net toolkit pro-
vides a library of such adapters, ranging over standard devices such as mouse and
keyboard, to richer devices such as tabletop surfaces and game controllers. More
adapters are being added to the toolkit regularly.

We see from these examples that mapping from Fiia diagrams to code is straight-
forward, as each element of the Fiia diagram has a corresponding concept in the
Fiia.Net API. The toolkit builds naturally on features familiar to C# programmers,
and has been integrated with Windows forms (for traditional graphical user inter-
faces) and XNA Studio (for 2D and 3D games and simulations.) Fiia.Net runs on a
wide variety of platforms, including PCs, Windows Mobile PDAs and (forthcoming)
the Xbox 360 game console.
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4.4 Summing up the Fiia Notation

As we have seen, the Fiia notation allows straightforward modeling of collabora-
tive AR applications. The notation is high-level, abstracting details of distributed
systems and non-traditional I/O devices. This allows developers to concentrate on
the high-level structure of their application without having to be concerned with
low-level implementation details. Two features of the Fiia notation particularly help
with this: the synchronization connector allows data to be shared by different users
of the system; and the adapter construct allows easy specification of the boundaries
between the physical and virtual worlds.

The Fiia.Net toolkit automatically implements data synchronization, identifying
appropriate replication, networking and concurrency control algorithms. Similarly,
Fiia.Net provides a library of adapters for a range of I/O devices including the table
surface, Xbox 360 controller and display used in this example.

The approach allows designers to sketch their application via a connected set of
scenes, each expressed as a Fiia diagram. These diagrams are easily translated to
code, as each of the diagram elements and diagram adaptations are directly repre-
sented in the Fiia.Net library.

5 The Fiia.Net Toolkit

As discussed in the previous section, Fiia diagrams abstract the details of applica-
tion distribution and adapter implementation. This allows developers to concentrate
on the functionality of their application rather than on low-level issues of network
programming and image processing.

In this section, we show how Fiia.Net automatically maps Fiia diagrams to
distributed systems, implements transitions between scenario steps, and realizes
adapters. In section 6, we provide a brief overview of how Fiia.Net itself is im-
plemented.

5.1 Conceptual Framework

Figure 9 shows Fiia.Net’s conceptual organization. Programmers create a Fiia dia-
gram ( f ) representing their scene, using the techniques described above. This dia-
gram is automatically refined by Fiia.Net to a distribution architecture (d).

Runtime transitions may occur at both the Fiia level (change application, de-
vice, location, etc.) or at the distribution level (network or component failure.) This
leads to a new Fiia or distribution architecture ( f ′ or d′.) The toolkit then carries
out necessary operations to reestablish consistency between the two levels. To our
knowledge, Fiia.Net is unique in maintaining this two-level view of the system at
runtime, and in automatically maintaining consistency between the two views. This
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allows developers to enact runtime change using high-level Fiia scenes. It also al-
lows gives developers the means to deal with partial failure at a high level. Rather
than dealing with repair of broken sockets, programmers view failure as the disap-
pearance of components and connectors, making it easier to respond to a failure in
its broader context.

Having established this framework, we next examine the elements of Fiia’s dis-
tribution architecture and discuss how runtime adaptation is enacted. We then review
the implementation of the Fiia.Net toolkit and present our experience with its use.

5.2 Distribution Architecture

Figure 10 shows the distribution architecture for the Raptor configuration that was
shown in figure 8. This level of architecture pins down details of how the Fiia de-
sign is implemented as a distributed system. The distribution architecture is auto-
matically generated by the Fiia.Net toolkit from the Fiia design provided by the
programmer. As will be discussed, the distribution architecture is continuously up-
dated at runtime in response to programmer-directed changes to the Fiia design and
system-directed changes in the networking infrastructure.

Distribution architectures are expressed in terms of infrastructure components
(figure 11.) These include implementations of the components specified in the Fiia
design, as well as built-in components that handle issues such as caching, concur-
rency control and communication. In effect, these components make up a machine
language for distribution architectures, to which the Fiia.Net refinery compiles Fiia
designs.
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Fig. 10 Distribution architecture for the Raptor diagram of figure 8

The distribution architecture differs from the Fiia design in several ways, includ-
ing:

• Components are allocated to computational nodes. For example, the Editor is
represented on the Tabletop PC, while the Displayer is allocated to the game PC.

• It is determined how components communicate over the network. For example,
the two instances of the Scene component use a multicast channel to communi-
cate.

• Support for replica consistency is added in the form of infrastructure compo-
nents that provide a choice of concurrency control and consistency maintenance
algorithms.

We now examine the specifics of this architecture in order to illustrate the range
of issues that Fiia designs hide from the application programmer. We emphasize that
figure 10 shows one of many possible distribution architectures for the Fiia design
of figure 8.

The Editor and the Displayer each require access to data in the Scene compo-
nent, which is replicated to both the tabletop and game PCs. Each instance of the
Scene can be updated by both the local and remote user interfaces (in response to
the designer and tester’s inputs). Therefore, Consistency Maintenance/Concurrency
Control (CCCM) components are required to ensure consistent execution of opera-
tions on the two replicas. CCCM’s are shown visually as: .
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Fig. 11 Elements from which Fiia distribution architectures are constructed

The CCCM components use an internal protocol based on message broadcasting
to maintain the consistency of the replicas. The CCCMs communicate via a channel
( n ), which provides multicast messaging.

In summary, the distribution architecture is a rich language allowing the expres-
sion of a wide range of distributed implementations. Not shown here is the range of
implementations Fiia.Net provides for infrastructure components, which encapsu-
late, for example, choice of concurrency control algorithm or networking protocol.

5.3 Adapters

Fiia’s adapters allow high-level specification of the points of transition between the
physical and virtual worlds. Fiia.Net provides a library of reusable adapters. When
these are used in Fiia diagrams, they can be automatically inserted components
into the runtime architecture. It is of course straightforward for developers to add
custom adapters to the library. Adapters are typically built over existing libraries for
common tasks such as interpreting gestures, object recognition, camera pose, and
so forth.

As was seen in the Fiia diagrams of figures 6 and 8, adapters are explicitly an-
chored to a node. This allows Fiia.Net to determine which computer the adapter
code is referencing.

An advantage of Fiia’s distribution independence is that adapters can be used by
components on other nodes without requiring special network programming. For
example, the Editor component does not need to be on the same node as the Table
Surface adapter (although it happens to be in the refinement shown in figure 8.)
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Fig. 12 Implementation of the Fiia.Net runtime system
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6 Implementing Fiia

In the previous section, we saw how the Fiia.Net runtime implements Fiia diagrams.
The toolkit automatically handles distributed systems issues such as component al-
location, networking and consistency maintenance, and provides implementations
of common adapters, as well as providing high-level support for migration between
scenes.

We now briefly review how Fiia.Net itself is implemented. Figure 12 shows the
runtime architecture of the Fiia.Net system. Every node has a Node Manager com-
ponent responsible for configuring local objects as directed by the Refinery. One
“master” node has the special status of being responsible for storing the concep-
tual and distribution architectures (the Architecture component), and manging the
consistency between them. The Architect carries out conceptual-level changes to
the architecture (e.g. create a new workspace and adding components), and noti-
fies the Refinery. The Refinery is a rule-based system responsible for mapping the
Fiia architecture to a distributed implementation, taking into account any specified
attributes.

Figure 13 shows an example of one of the refinery’s rules, specifying how com-
ponents are anchored to a node. Rules are written in Story Diagram notation [8].
This rule states that a Fiia component located within some setting may be anchored
to any node that is contained within the same setting. The Fiia.Net runtime contains
34 rules. The refinery applies these rules repeatedly to the Fiia architecture until no
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more rules match. We have proven (via structural induction over the ruleset) that
this process always terminates with a valid distribution architecture [20].

The chain of rule applications represents the refinement trajectory that we saw in
figure 9. In the case of partial failure of the distributed system, any rule steps that
are no longer valid are unwound, ultimately removing from the Fiia architecture any
components or connectors that are no longer valid.

7 Experience

The Fiia.Net toolkit has been implemented and used to develop a range of applica-
tions. These include Raptor (as described in this chapter), a collaborative furniture
layout program (involving tabletop design of the furniture layout, and interaction
with the design by collaborators using PC and Smartphone), a distributed slide pre-
sentation system, an instant messaging system, and a voice over IP communication
tool. These applications involve a wide range of interaction styles and devices.

We have found that developers require tutoring to understand how to structure
applications around Fiia scenes, but are productive once they have learned the style.
Fiia diagrams are significantly different from the UML class diagrams with which
most developers are familiar. Class diagrams represent a general case, whereas Fiia
diagrams represent a specific runtime snapshot of the system. Class diagrams focus
on inheritance and aggregation structures, while Fiia diagrams represent communi-
cation patterns, data sharing and interfaces between the physical and virtual worlds.
(Class diagrams, of course, have no way of expressing runtime scenes or transitions
between them, and so are inadequate for modeling collaborative augmented reality.)
Once developers have learned how to think of applications in terms of scenario steps
linked by runtime transition, we have found them to be able to productively work
with the Fiia notation.

The runtime performance of Fiia.Net applications is excellent, sometimes ex-
ceeding that of the standard .Net libraries. We implemented Raptor using both Fiia
and standard .Net Remoting. In the .Net case, there was noticeable latency between
the designer (tabletop) and tester (game PC) views. With the Fiia implementation,
there was no perceptible delay. This shows that it is possible to implement applica-
tions using a conceptual model as abstract as Fiia’s, while winning excellent perfor-
mance.

The speed of performing adaptations, however, is considerably slower. A single
element can be added to the scene with only a slight delay as the Fiia.Net refin-
ery computes and deploys the appropriate distribution architecture. However, when
adding dozens of elements rapidly (with multiple designers repeatedly stamping as
many new elements into the scene as quickly as they can), Fiia.Net can take as many
as tens of seconds to refine the new architecture. We expect over time to dramati-
cally improve this performance by deploying improved graph rewriting algorithms
in the refinery.
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Our next steps are to continue to improve the implementation of Fiia.Net, and to
extend it to further platforms such as the Xbox 360 and the Microsoft Zune. Using
the Mono implementation of Microsoft .Net, it should further be possible to extend
Fiia.Net to other platforms such as the Macintosh and Linux.

8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced Fiia, a visual notation for expressing the de-
sign of collaborative AR applications. We have shown that Fiia allows applications
to be specified at a high level reminiscent of scenarios. The Fiia.Net toolkit can
then be used to implement these scenarios and the transitions between them. As we
have shown, Fiia.Net resolves the issues of how applications are implemented as
distributed systems involving a range of physical devices.
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